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Introduction

How did we get here? (part 1)

Where is “here”, actually? (part 2)

The Future (part 3)

Final thoughts





privacy “there is no single definition or 
analysis or meaning of the term”

The Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy



privacy the ability to keep stuff to oneself
→ right to be alone, autonomy
→ control
→ selective disclosure



privacy and  secrecy



privacy and  anonymity

Alan Westin’s four experiences of privacy (1967):

solitude physical separation from others
intimacy closed, relaxed, frank relationship of 2 or more
anonymity “public privacy”
reserve psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion



Heads-up:

(1) incentives

(2) who is your adversary?



Part 1 of 3 – how did we get here?



identity → the distinguishing character or 
personality of an individual : 
individuality
→  the relation established by 
psychological identification

Merriam-Webster



Source: web auction



Wellington library, NZ



British Museum, CC



Vita Romae, CC-BY-SA
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Regency Explorer / Musée L’Emperie



Wikimedia CC-BY-SA



Adapted from ICAO



passport

issuing state code
(Utopia)

identifiers

document #

check digit nationality

date of birth date of expiry custom data
(state)

overall check digit

filler



Adapted from ICAO



Passport evolution

authorized passage  → (free) safe passage  → autonomy
(whitelist)                        (whitelist+)              (blacklist)

written description  →  photos  →  biometrics



Chris Gratien, Georgetown Uni & ottomanhistorypodcast.com



People's Archive of Rural India, CC-BY-NC-ND



Identity is a collection Individuals

Inherent Attributes
Attributes that are intrinsic to an entity
and are not defined by relationships to
external entities

Age
Height
Date of Birth
Fingerprints

Accumulated Attributes
Attributes that are gathered or
developed over time. These attributes
may change multiple times or evolve
throughout an entity’s lifespan

Health records
Preferences and behaviors
(e.g., phone metadata)

Assigned Attributes
Attributes that are attached to the
entity, but are not related to its intrinsic
nature. These attributes can change and
generally are reflective of relationships
that the entity holds with other bodies.

National ID number
Phone number
E-mail address

Adapted from the World Economic Forum & Deloitte



Control

(1) over identity, over privacy

(2) agency



Bildersaal deutscher Geschichte



Intermission

privatio “a taking away”, a sense of deprivation
(lat)



Lawrence Lew, OP, CC BY-NC-ND





Skellig Michael Wiki Commons CC-BY-SA





Wellcome Collection –
CC-BY



Wellcome Collection CC-BY



Le Livre de Vie 
Active de l'Hotel
Dieu



technology → a manner of accomplishing 
a task especially using technical 
processes, methods, or 
knowledge

Merriam-Webster



Letterlocking.org – CC-BY-NC 4.0



Luxegen.ca CC-BY-SA
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"Later, there came a recognition of man's 
spiritual nature, of his feelings and his 
intellect. Gradually the scope of these 
legal rights broadened ; and now the 
right to life has come to mean the right 
to enjoy life, — the right to be let alone" 

“The Right to Privacy”
Samuel Warren, Harvard Law Review

1890



New York Almanack



Privacy & the law

(1604) my house is my castle (UK)
(1870) mail privacy (US)
(1948) Declaration of Human Rights (UN)
(1995) Data Protection Directive (EU)
(2018) GDPR (EU), CCPA (US - California)



J.Bentham, Panopticon, Works, Vol. IV, n°17 1791



Myles Zhang, Wikipedia – CC-BY-SA



"People make decisions that are not a 
byproduct of their own agency but that are 
about the expectations that others have of 
them" 

Glenn Greenwald



"Hence the major effect of the Panopticon: to 
induce in the inmate a state of conscious and 
permanent visibility that assures the 
automatic functioning of power. So to 
arrange things that the surveillance is 
permanent in its effects, even if it is 
discontinuous in its action"

Michel Foucault, Panopticon



our privacy is important because it 
allows us to remain in control,
and to maintain our identity

to be continued…

an@tik.services
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